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GALLERY 1
Mary McFerran’s exhibition Weather Wear,  addresses the crisis of climate change in a
series of mixed media works that combine drawing and painting with sewn recycled
textile remnants. Through a uniquely personal blend of disparate techniques and
materials McFerran designs and creates clothing facsimiles that aim to call attention to
the vulnerability of our environment. This is her first one person exhibit at BAU gallery.



________________________________________________________________

Gallery 2
A group show with works by BAU artists:
Jebah Baum, Daniel Berlin, Robyn Ellenbogen, Alyssa Follansbee, Matthew Gilbert,
Linda Lauro-Lazin, Mary McFerran, Eileen Sackman, Ilse Schreiber-Noll, Fruma
Shrensel, Pamela Zaremba, Joel Brown, and Nataliya Hines

_________________________________________________________________

Beacon Room
In their exhibition Soon Enough, Matthew Gilbert invites viewers to sit with the
uncomfortable feeling of being alone and resist the impulse to escape into our own
thoughts. Gilbert is a sculptor, fiber, and performance artist in Newburgh NY.  Their work
projects interpersonal relationships onto architectural forms and domestic spaces,
illustrating the ways in which intimacy can be both supportive and hurtful. This is their
first one person show with the gallery.

BAU Mission Statement
BAU is a fine art gallery and project space. BAU is a platform for member artists to
experiment, grow, exhibit and market their work, encourage collaborative curatorial
projects, host invitationals and continue to build a vital link between the activities at BAU
and the community. This is the 205th consecutive exhibition at BAU Gallery. For more
information contact: jbaum07@gmail.com


